Dear colleague,

As Christmas is rapidly approaching, so is the launch of the Rhetoric Society of Europe website: A new forum for professional cooperation and social networking among scholars interested in rhetoric. The address will be www.eusorhet.eu and the website will launch on December 15, 2011.

The RSE website will feature among others:

- A researcher’s database listed according to nationality and overall research interests
- News from the Rhetoric Society of Europe as well as members’ news (calls for papers, conference calls, new initiatives etc.)
- Lists of journals, organisations and recurring conferences that may be of interest to members of the RSE
- An overview of European universities that offer programs in rhetoric
- A forum (open to everyone) in which rhetoric scholars can comment, answer and discuss various subjects in rhetorical studies. If you have a question or a subject for debate, please send it to post.eusorhet@gmail.com (your text must be no longer than 250 words, including a title).

On the website you will, of course, also find a presentation of the Rhetoric Society of Europe as well as a formal constitution.

If you have missed the opportunity to join the Rhetoric Society of Europe and our researcher database, we encourage you to do so now. Simply send an e-mail to rse@hum.au.dk and we will provide you with the RSE information form.

You will hear from us again once the website has had its official launch.

Greetings,

Jens E. Kjeldsen (President)

Marie Lund Klujeff (Vice President)